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HOW TO AVOID THIS
SCHOOL CLOSURE

Episode 10

mistake
Avoid this classic pitfall as school shutdowns lengthen

from several weeks to several months.



                   hen the spate of school

closures began as a result of COVID-19,

many people (myself included!) thought

the closures might not last more than

two weeks.

 

As a result, we made plans and

established our mindset for a two-week

shutdown. 

 

Unfortunately, the virus has proven more

difficult to eradicate than expected, and

what was once a two-week shutdown

has — for many schools across the

country — lengthened into a three-

month shutdown. 

 

Here's the problem: because the

lockdown keeps being pushed out

incrementally, many of us haven't re-

evaluated our plans.

 

But what worked for two weeks may not

be the best fit for three months!

 

W

Re-evaluate now
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Some families went into this determined to

change as little as possible. Parents went

about working from home, homeschooling

the kids, keeping the house clean,

planning quarantine crafts, ad infinitum.

 

And now? Some are on the verge of a

breakdown. It's time to step back and

think, "OK, I could handle this for two

weeks, but what can we do to make this

more sustainable for the long-term?"

 

Other families went into the shutdown

looking at it as an extended spring break.

And I want to be clear that I pass NO

JUDGEMENT on either of these

approaches; I am simply sharing them. 

 

But those in the second camp might also

want to step back and think, "Two weeks of

goofing around is one thing, but are there 

 ways we can continue to grow during this

time?"

 

In every single case, you need to do what

is best for you as a family. 

 

The only mistake you can make? Not re-

evaluating your original plan in light of the

new information. 
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Remember:
Every family needs to do what is right
for them! All I'm saying is, choose your
path intentionally.



Questions to Ask:
1

Have I Re-Evaluated My Family's Strategy?
Many of us originally believed the shutdowns would last two
weeks, so we made plans and established our mindset based
on that information. However, as the shutdowns lengthen —
with many schools announcing they will not be returning
before summer break — have you re-evaluated your family's
strategy? 
 

2
Am I Going to Burn Out?

There are many families who decided to "power through" the
two weeks. However, now that the shutdowns are lengthening,

they haven't changed course. If this is working for you as a
family, great! You need to do what is best for you. But if you're
teetering on the verge of exhaustion, it's time to step back in

light of the new information and re-evaluate. How can you
make this more sustainable for the long-term?

3
Am I/Is My Child Continuing to Grow/Develop?
Other families went into the shutdown with a much more
relaxed attitude, seeing it as a kind of extended spring break. No
judgements for either approach! However, if you're now looking
at a three-month school closure, you might want to step back
and consider whether you want to change course for the
remainder of the school year.
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here
Get more information on how to finish the school year

strong, without making the above mistake!

http://www.vocabbett.com/podcast
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